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Soltis' discussion of independent and dependent

validity in "The Concept of Valid Content" suggests guidelines

for definition of the curriculum field. Soltis does not

concern himself with substantive issues. Thus, found

his article, by itself, lacking. Categorized within

the pamphlet as an article in philosophical scholarship,

the Soltis paper needs a companion p:ece -- a paper which

philosophically treats substantive issues in the field.

While ; do not wish to denigrate Short's categories

for curricular personnel and the products of their labors

which appear under the title, "Sources of Knowledge in

the Curriculum Field," I find them sterile because they

describe what is without reference to what can be. Short )s

treatment of what is in curriculum evades the problems wnich

.make so much of what is in curriculum thought an practice

so feeble, so irrelevant, so disastrous for teachers and

students who must somehow cope with the problems of education

as they attempt to enhance their field of study. In passing,

I must register disagreement with the implied hierarchy

of Short's categories for human endeavor in the curriculum

field (for which inuitreczly apologizes). On a rating

scale of 1-6, practitioners are low, professional curriculum
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Review,by

Marian Martinello, (University of Florida)

A Search for Valid Content for Curriculym_Cobes. Edited

by Edmund C. Short. Toledo, Ohio: University of Toledo,

1970.

A field of study, a bonafide discipline, is character--

ized by a set of universal issues, established modes of inquiry,

and theoretical formulations. The field of curriculum may

lack modes of inquiry which are unique to its explorations,

it may lack well formulated, predictiye theories, but it
4

hardly lacks issues of considerable import. It is my

opinion that the study of curriculum can be justified to

the degree that critical issues in the field are precisely

oft

identified. Only then can modes of inquiry, which are

appropriateto the questions, be sought from other disciplines

or invented. The search for valid content for curriculum

courses must begin with a search for universal curricular

issues.

As a teacher of curriculum I am concerned with

valid content for the studies I undertake with my students.

Some months ago, I pc2r.hlet, A Search for Valid

Content for Curriculum ,10jaijas.., with considerable interest.

1
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I was impressed by the erudite writings of its contributors.

At the time, I was completing my doctoral dissertation. Now,

iamersed in the battles of the classroom, having to deal with

the immediate problems of education and schooling, I find

the pamphlet wanting. With the exception of two at- three

articles, the contents of the pamphlet fail to clearly de-

fine the issues which merit cross-cultural study and, there-

fore, fail to convince the reader that the curriculum

is a vital area of study.

Carol Fisher's article, "Curriculum Problems Facing

the Schools: Now and in the Future," defines the curricular

questions clearly. Because it does so, it is perhaps

the article in the compilation having the greatest impact.

Fisher has addressed herself to the malady of education in

our time. She asks the kinds of questions teacners are

asking, questions born of concern aoout the process of

education and the people who are affected by that process.

Fisher has experienced the frustrations of making curriculum

something more than a course of study, something more

than an idea which looks good in writing. She is concerned

with making curriculum work sat:isfy human interests in

becoming educated (in the broadest sense of the term).
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The second article of substantial value to the

professor of curriculum searching for valid content for

his course was authored by John Mann. In "The Curriculum

Worker: A View of His Tasks and Training," Mann states:

. . . I don't believe that statements about

what curriculum should be like have meaning

outside of the context of the specific

commitments of specific groups of people

who have in fact taken responsibility upon

themselves. The curriculum worker's skill

consists, I believe, not in telling people

what a curriculum should be like but

rather in articulating educational commitments--

his own and those of others who have taken re-

sponsibility for control upon themse ves --

and in devising the means for expressing and

enacting those commitments in programs. His

work is not essentially the application of

givens but the invention of means for

articulating and enacting.

Minn examines a number of critical problems which

are central to the curriculum parson's activity and,

therefore, curriculum as a field of study. lie examines

the place of belief, of convicti in the curriculum field.

He examines the use of power-in-curriculum. He understands

that being is believing is behaving'is what curriculum is

all about. He recognized that curriculum is a vehicle for

attacking the problems our 1.1+ ::s. He understands that

curriculum is more process thao product. And more. He

offers some c,:eiting icicas for exT.lorin)! the valid content

of curriculum studies with students, for exploring the

valid content-of curriculum with the people who seek
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relevance in their'educatidn, in their interactions with

self and others.

Mann's article and the piece by Fisher deal with

the issues which justify the existence of curriculum as

a fieldf study. They are of interest to all students

of curriculum whether they be primarily practitioners or

theorists.

Although Kliebard's scholarly treatment of hilstorical

perspectives on curricular issues is slightly out of focUs

for students of curriculum like myself who are less

concerned with justifying the field as a legitimate area

of study than with grappling with the probldms of "burning"

schools by making curriculum work now, I, nonetheless, found

his article of interest. Kliebard examines some gross

misconceptions as to teaching and learning which have

plagued the curriculum field and currently contribute

to the disastrous state of education which reflects the

wrong priorities for people in the troubled Seventies and

beyond.

The remaining articles in the pamphlet are of only

limited interest. I do not mean todiscount them; they

may appeal to some readers. Wooton's "A Survey of Curriculum
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Courses,and Content" is an administrator's compendium of

current practices and trends. Roberts'-"Communicating

Curriculum: An Anlysis of Curren, Texts" is a guide to

published material. While Roberts makes some useful comments

about misplaced emphases in curriculum study, I find the

problem of textbook selection for curriculum courses a mundane

matter which seems to be out of place among treatments of

more basic concerns reflected in the articles by Fisher and

Mann. Perhaps this is because I find it difficult to live

with the notion of course structures and textbooks for

curriculum. i would prefer that students examine philosophical

writings as suggested by Mann and the manifestions of curri-

culum which are evidaat in accounts of learning through tiving

to be found in the autobiographies of real people. Such

writings might better help students search for their owl

perspectives on curriculum is process than,the so-called

textbook on curriculum. ifais Roberts claims (and !would

agree) most textbooks are immoral because they try to be all

thihgs to all men, then I would have preferred a more imagine-

Live exploration of the--q,iestion of readings for curriculum

study than Roberts offer. indeed, are readings the

primary sources of insight into the field?
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Soltis' discussion of independent and dependent

validity in "The Concept of Valid Content" suggests guidelines

N for definition of the curriculum field. Soltis does not

concern himself with substantive issues. Thus, I found

his article, by itself, lacking. Categorized within

the pamphlet as an article in philosophical scholarship,

the Soltis paper needs a companion pTece -- a paper which

philosophically treats substantive issues in the field.
a

While I do not wish to denigrate 'Short's categories

for curricular personnel and the productS of their labors

which appear under the title, "Sources of Knowledge in

the Curriculum Field," I find them sterile because they

describe what is without reference to what can be. Short)s.

treatment of what is in curriculum evades the problems which

-make so much of what is in curriculum thought and practice

so feeble, so irrelevant, so disastrous for teachers and

students_ who must somehow cope with the problems of education

as they attempt to enhance their field of study. In passing,

I must register disagreement with the implied hierarchy

of Short's categories for human endeavor in the curriculum

field (for which he incJorectly apologizes), 'On a rating

scale of 1-6, practitioners are low, professional curriculum
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scholars high. Certainly, the significance of the work

of the practitioner is different from the significance of

the work of the theorist. But being different does not

necessarily mean that they are at opposite poles on a

quality continuum. Contrary to Fisher and Mann, Short

seems to think that practice requres less rigorous study

than theorizing. To the degree that he is right, we are

in grave trouble because, in my view, curriculum is the

product and process of the interbehavior of student and

_ teacher. The point here is that rather than perpetuate
O

what is, we need to consider haw to eliminate the boundaries

of the boxeswe currently use to confine curriculum people,

how to educate in order to free practitioners to be 'theorists

and theorists to be practitioners.

As a whole, Short's pamphlet leaves much to be

desired. The collected articles lack continuity, a unifying

theme. Perhaps this is due to Short's contention that'in

identifying the body of knowledge which cLmprises the

curriculum field, "almost any related information that

has been generated is worthy of consideration." I think

the field is done a disservice by lack-of.attempt to define

its boundaries. It is unfortunate that Mann's call for
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curriculum people to stand up and be counted -ibr- what they

believe was not explored as an organizing theme for the

pamphlet. It is only when one is lacking in conviction-

that anything goes.- Our biggest problem today is that
4 4.

too many curriculum people don't know what they believe.

To the extent that we are uncertain abOut out beliefs

-in our chOSen area of professional endeavor, we violate

-the curriculum- field.

In summary, the search- for valid content for curriculum

courses is not greatly advanced by this publication. Here

and there throughout the pamphlet appear some insights into

the acute curriculum problems we face and for which we

intend to prepare inquiring- Sao-lars and practitioners.

In defense of his pamphlet, Short states in his forward

that the collected_articles only claim to raise questions,

not to answer them. I could-accept this if I honestly_
thought that a consistent attempt had been made to bring

the cross-cultural curricular qlestions into high reliet.

M a problem-beset curriculum person, I must demand more

than the pamphlet offers. I must demand the best analyses,

the most provocative and comp1e L.:: treatments of the problems

I face daily as a curriculum practitioner and inquirer,

student and teacher. I must demand that the search for valid
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content of the curriculum field come before the search for

content for_courses and that the quest engage me with some

vend ideas for experimentation in my field of study. It

would be unfair to say that A_Search for Valid Content for

Curriculum Courses has not helped me advance my search for

such content. Nonetheless, I. feel compelled to add that the

pamphlet's contribution to quest-has- been slight.



Reactions to Marian Martinallo's Review

by

Ronald Maertens, Associate Superintendent
Independent School Ditrict No. 316

Coleraine,_ Minnesota 55722

Martinello imposes several interpretations upon the

materials she has reviewed which may not be warranted. First,

after asserting that "the study of curriculum can be justified

to the degree that critical Issues in the field are precisely7

identified," she claims that the articles in the pamphlet

do notsavivfy her view of what constitutes the domain of

curriculum inquiry: gather than the focus she prefers, the

articles explore the r0Ore standard kinds of researchable

problems and the more conventional disciplined modes of

inquiry. Before reviewing the pamphlet,- it seems Martinello

would have mane a greater contribution to the thinking

about curriculum as a field of study if she had proyided a

rationale for her novel view of the domain of curriculum, and

if she had shown how such issues in fact define the field.

Moreover, there is a danger in accepting the definition

of the domaih of curriculum which Martinello stipiNctes.

This danger is well expressed by Kliebard on page 33 of the

pamphlet when he states, "Issues tend to arise de nOvo, usually
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in the form of a bandwagon and then quickly disappear in a

cloud of dust. SOmetimes these issues have their counter-
.

partS in an earlier perio'c, but this is rarely recor-;ted.

The field in general is characterized ban un cal

propensity for novelty and change rather than funded knowledge

or a dialogue across generations:"' Is it possi-ble to reSolve

the kindS of transitory issues identified by Kliebard through -

the cool i cat i on of -di-Scipline-d- Modes__ inqui ry? The

particular issues of the fiel&maysuggest where the emphasis

in research should/be placed, but they would not appear to

t te researchab' ,roblems in and of themselves. Rather

than application'of formal modes of inquiry, such practical

issues requirejudgment based on knowledge of alternatives and

their consequences-.

Secondly, Martinello states that only 0+10 dr three articles

in the series "clearly define the-issues which merit cross.

cultural Study" and that the pamphlet, therefore, doeS not

a

exhibit evidence "to convince the reader that the curriculum

field is-a vital area of study." Does Martinello mean

"inter-disciplinary"-when she uses the term "cross-cultural?"

If so, is she saying that the field of curriculum is not a

7
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ta' area for study unless its issues are worthy of inter-

disciplinary study? If_this were true, how could curriculum

be a discipline and have a domain of its own? Is its chief

claim to autonomy that it is a field which deals only with

inter- discipjinary issues?

Thirdly, Martinello imposes an interpretation on Fisher's

article that is questionable. This article has the greatest

impact, she says, because it has "defined the curricular

questions clearly." in reality, what Fisher's article does

is size up the curricular context and raise questions of a

moral nature about the pixposes--and processes of education.

It may imply some preferred practices, but it does not contain
1

specific alternatives regarding curricular objectives, content,

program designing, instructional practices and the like. Fisher

has really examined only one curricular issue, ".4hat substan-

tive values shall a curriculum embrace? Much work would have

to be done in this area alone, to say nothing of the issues

in many other areas, in order to turn her analysis into

useful operational guidelines.

Perhaps Martinello feels that both Fisher's and Mann's

works are particularly relevant because they identify and

analyze aspects of the curriculum worker's agonizing situation

which she believes to be a central concern, but neither of
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these articles provides a course of action equal to the demands

of this reality. Both scholars are essentially inquiring

into certain dimensions of the curriculum problem and giving

birth to some new conceptualizations which may (or may not)

bq useful in developing more effective ways of dealing with

the reality that now exists. Just because they have raised

fundamental questions does,. not mean that the work of Fisher

and Mann "jus.fify the existence of curriculum as a field of

study" any more profoundly than the work of other curriculum

scholars. They would probably be the first to admit that

their seminal inquiries are only a part of a larger search

for knowledge that is needed before curriculum workers can

invent and implement better curricula. Although they would

affirm Martinello's demand that "the search for valid content

of the curriculum field" should precede "the search for con-

tent for courses," they would resist the temptation to

provide solutions to practical curriculum problems in the

absence of more completknowledge.

One last interpretation of Martinello's requires some

comment. In his article, Short does not seem to imply any

hierarchical system of rating scholarly work done by workers
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in his six categories. In fact, he draws attention to scholarly

work often given little status, as in the case of personnel

in the first category- (teachers, curriculum directors and

supervisors, and administratOrs), and attempts to show how

basic such work may be to the generation.of fruitful scholar-

ship in other categories of research. If there is any

hierarchy implied here, it may be that the study of practice

is fundamental to all other study and that gathering data

about curricular practice is not only a legitimate, but;-

an essential, part of curriculum scholarship. Short does

not seem to mke a qualitative judgment, as Martinello

charges, between the relative worth or amount of rigorous

thoughtrequi-red of those who conduct practice and those who

conduct research in all six categories.



Response

by

Edmund C. Short
College of Education

Pennsylvania State University

Any serious effort to identify strengths and weaknesses

in curriculum scholarship must be greeted with gratitude; there

is too little public exchange of this kind on the field of

curriculum. It is through such analysis and criticism that

a,knowledge base for curriculum practice gradually becomes-

more refined and useful. Martinello's critique of this

series of papers must be recognized as-a contribution toward

attaining scientificscientific knowledge of one dimension of the curri-
/i_

culum field) For this reason, her work is worthy of our

attention and compels a thoughtful response.

The critique's central contention appears to be that

the pamphlet gives little direct assistance in dealing with

the problem to which its title says it is addressed--the

matter of selecting content for curriculum courses. The

1"its, (scientific knowledge's) facts and theories must

stand a period of 'critical study and testing by other competent

and disinterested individuals, and must have been found so

persuasive that they are almost universally accepted. The

objective of Science is not just to acquire information nor

to utter all non-contradictory notions.; its goal is a° consensus

of rational opinion over the widest possible field." )John

Ziman, Public Knowledge. New York: Cambridge University

Press, 1968. p. 9.
16
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reviewer wishes it had substantive prescriptions- that could

be tried and tested or, at the very least, some provocatkve

and suggestive analyses of the problem as it exists for her.

She recognizes that the intent of the papers was not chiefly

to provide such immediately applicable guidance, but the

reasons it could not and, I think, ought not to have

attempted this were perhap's -not clear to her.

Urgent as the need for improvement in curriculum

courses may be, no one can suppose all such courses have the

same objectives. In fact, Wootten's survey (pp. 73-82) suggests

that a bewildering variety of purposes exist for those courses

now taught. The internal structure 4r,d treatment provided

by a course must vary with both its on-particular objectives

and with the function the entire course is, intended to serve

in the larger professional preparation program of which it

is i.-part. Without knowing such details, one Could be unable

to make direct suggestions for course content that would suit

the circumstances. Even if one wished to prescribe course

content for some mythical "average" course, it nodoubt would

-prove useless to everyone who happenad not to agree with the

rationale given for it or with 'the objectives stipulated.

If copied directly without thought or adaptation, it might

prove exceedingly ill-advised. It seems to me quite desire-
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able to leave open all questions of what kind of courses are

appropriate, and consequently, what kind of content would

be useful in them until people involved with them have

seriously wrestled with what they think should be accomplished

through such courses and why such goals are best for their

particulair students.
7

If none of this kind of help was going to begiven by

this-series of writers, why did they bother to say anything?

I think the answer lies chiefly in a belief that the route

toward decision-making on curriculum course content lies not

so much in speculative efforts to hit upon "right" content

or function but in increasing conceptual control over- the

. .variables that are relevant to such decision-making. We gener-

ally use the term "knowledge" to indicate whatever limited

conceptual control we have attained at a given point in time.

I think what prompted the writers to present what they did

present was -theif-devotion to getting a fix on whatever

relevant-curriculum-related knowledge might-be at hand or

might be augmented by their own immediate "scholarly input.

Whether any of them pinned down any such knowledge of value

remains to be tested by nose who read the pamphlet and

attempt to verify the utility of the several "bits" of know-

ledge it alleges to have identified.
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What makes even more difficult any attempt to evaluate

the ultimate value of anything said in the papers is the

obvious fact that not all knowledge that might conceivably

be brought to bear on the problems of selecting curriculum

course content could be presented or even alludedto in these

brief papers. It was the editor who chose the scope of the

sampling of such knowledge to be treated, and his choites may

have produced work by the writers which at first may seem

some distance from the requirements of the very practical

question addressed by the pamphlet, or seem to ignore much

that may be relevant or more central in some people's minds.

I do not defend what is here as sufficient. knowledge with

which to cope with this question. indeed, I know only too

wel: that there isn't enough appropriate knowledge available,

here or elsewhere, to be certain that this problem can be

resolved satisfactorily; thus the need for a continuing search

for more knowledge. The primary assumption, therefore, behind
4

the entire venture is that research--basic research in curriculum- -

must precede any application of that knowledge to the solution

of a practical problem, even one in the field of curriculum.2

2One should not we confused by this talk of developing

(or seeking) solutions to a practical curriculum question and

the matter (one step removed from this) of seeking knowledge

upon which solutions might be built.
We recognize, for example, that if we wish to select a

means of using geothermal steam to heat a.sity, we require

_ _ _
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Martinello is right when she calls for a shaping up of

the boundaries of the curriculum domain, the identification of

the basic questions of the field, and the creating and testing

of concepts and conceptual frameworks within the scholarly

discipline of curriculum study.
3 These are prerequisitei to

producing any knowledge that may have utility in deaJing with

very practical problems on the front lines of currit4lum practice.

more input for our decision-making than knowledge of the heat
energy potential of the specific supply of steam. Knowledge

of such other things the heat energy requirements of the
city, the properties of various conveyor pipes, total labor
costs, and the city's ability to pay; must also be available.
It is futile, nonetheless, to attempt to solve this practical
problem without precise knowledge of the thermal properties of

such steam. This knowledge becomes the central ingredient to
a decision, without which decision cannot be made, though it
is by no means -the only knowledge to be considered.

Similarly, in selecting content for a curriculum course,
one needs all sorts of knowledge--knowledge.of purposes,
student entry levels and goals, time and resource constraints,
capabilities df instructors, and the like, as well as basic
knowledge of the phenomena to be dealt with in the course.
If we do not have precise knowledge of curriculum we cannot
appropriate some-of it for teaching. in a.curric:Ai.im course

even if we have available the knowledge of other elements
that impinge upon the decision. The creation of the technical
knowledge upon which the problem of Selection might be solved
is quite a different matter from determining a solution to
the problem in a given context. These two steps are distinct,
and dealing with the practical one must follow upon the heels
of the one focused on generating the requisite technical

knowledge. Curiously, what may be even more confusing than
failure to distinguish problem-solving frein research is the
fact that in the study of curriculum the basic knowledge

generated includes not only substantive content available for
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Admitting this, however, I must reiterate what has already

been pointed out, that identifying everyday problems of

practice that require solution is an entirety different,

although related, matter from identifying researchable

questions that can be attacked with tools of disciplined

inquiry.

It is to questions of the kind to which formal methods

of research are applicable that the articles in the series,

are devOted,.not to issues for which immediately useful

solutions to problems of practice must be provided. Notice,

for example, that the historical mode of inquiry used by

Kllebard is directed not to an immediately applicable

solution to the problems of setting objectives or of differ-

entiated programs. Rather, his work is one small contribution

to the on-going examination of two major concepts that have

risen and been used in the field. The historical mode of

inquiry cannot appropriately be applied, in and of itself,

use in curriculum courses but also as one aspect of this
content those generic guidelines for selecting content that
may be critical in the problem-solving phase.

3See 3arly portions of Ian Westbury, "Curriculum: A

Discipline in Search of its Problem," School Review, Vol. 79,
No. 2 February, 1971. pp. 243-267.
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to practical matters requiring judgment and reasonable justi-

fication. Philosophical analysis, as illustrated by Soltis4

work, is similarly not applicable to such problems. The

identification and ordering of curricblum knowledge, as urged

by Short, is again not an approach which can direCtly provide

assistance for coping with practical curriculum problems. i

contend that such research, commanding any and all modes of

disciplined inquiry, together with their accumulated residue

of knowledge are, however, essential for the improvement of

practice.. it is to this domain of knowledge and its associated

processes of knowledge creation that we must turn if we are

to provide the concepts and generalizations most appropriate

for our students to kn6w if they are then to be able to

develop adequate solutions-to the changing problems of

curricular practice.4

kElsewhere, I have reviewed the matter of creating and
utilizing curriculum knowledge, insofar as it has been studied

to date. Clues to possible redirection of research are identi-
fied in view of the interrelation between knowledge needs
expressed by users and capabilities of different types of

research approaches. See Edmund I. Short, "Knowledge Production
and Utilization in Curriculum." P"aper presented at the annual

meeting of AERA, New York, February, 1971. (ERIC: ED 055 023)
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What Martinello recognizes as a fundamental weakness

in the papers is not so.much due to their irrelevance to

the world of curriculum but to their character as research

documents which necessarily does not allow them to be focused

directly on practical probleths. Her point raises the serious

quegfion, nevertheless, of how to get research to be more

closely or more quickly resultant in ideas that matter to

people facing the real world of curriculum. The place to

start, I would say, is to determine precisely what problems

of curricular practice are the ones requiring solution. If

they are purely technical in nature and not just matters

compelling a choice among substantive alternatives, one may .

turn to the technital literature of curriculum and selett

the technological knowledge which provides appropriate

"how-to-solve-this-type-of-problem" answers. -If a problem

is a recurring one, no doubt some kind of technological

knowledge will be found that offers guidelines for action

appropriate to the solution of the problem. If no such

technological knowledge is available, or if the applicability

of what exists-is questionable, then there is need for know-

ledge to be developed that matches the need.
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This type of technological knowledge needed to build

substantive alternatives of the kind Martinello seems to be

seeking is little recognized and seldom generated. To my mind,

the development of such technological knowledge in curriculum

is absolutely essential if viable' solutions to practical

problems are to be found. To devise solutions to these issues

without the use of this kind of knowledge'is to have no

assurance whatsoever of the consequences of acting upon the

proposed solutions. With sound technological knowledge,

however, there can be some confidence of the outcomes of putting

alternative solutions into effect. This is by definition

what technological knowledge must be capable of doing.
5

The pamphlet under discussion clearly does not come to

grips with this kind of knowledge. There are intimations of

its existence, but in effect the scholarly efforts exhibited

in the papers are aimed at a narrower range of concerns then

those requiring the generation of alternative solutions to

5For an example of this kind of technologicalknowledge-

see Marcella R. Lawler, "Guidelines for Developing Strategies

for Introducing Planned Curricular Innovations," pp. 13-47

in her edited collection of articles, entitled, Strategies

for Planned Curricular Innovation (New York: Teachers College

Press, 1970). Other examples are cited in the reference

given in footnote 4 above.
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practical problems. These inquiries have been directed to

examining or generating the building blocks from which

technological knowledge in curriculum may be developed. The

methods ,used in these inquiries are the usual ones. A

convenient research question_is sele ted to which a parti-

cular mode of inquiry can legitimately be applied. Basic

curriculum knowledge is then generated which meets the test

for knowledge claims applicable in that discipline. The

results of this work,are set forth for others .to verify and

to synthesize with already verified knowledge. in some cases,

large webs of knowledge in a given dimension of the field are

identified. Sometimes one study or a series of related studies

overturns a whole pattern of knowledge and permits a new

conceptual scheme to be launched.for further testing. On the

other hand, when it comes to generating technological know-

ledge in curriculum, selected basic curriculum knowledge from

within this accumulation of the results of many disciplined

studies is combined with knowledge from other pertinent sources

(child psychology,'Societal values, change processes, etc.)

and structured into a totality that focuses on a particular

kind of practical problem in the field. Its purpose is to

provide guidance for choice or action. Its method is creative
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and synthetic in character. More than one technology can be

created to meet a given need; therefore, each body of techno-

logical knowledge is applicable only under certain conditions.

Users of this technological knowledge must not only translate

it into alternative solutions to a particular problem but

must do so within the limits imposed by the creators of the

knowledge which was chosen to be utilized. Determination of

the appropriate technological knowledge to use in a key factor

here. What Martinello implies in her remarks is that a user

of such knowledge is likely to become frustrated if in the

search for appropriate knowledge of this kind, nothing appro-

priate to the particular problem and to the particular condi-

tions of the problem seems to be available. I take her to

be putting forth a cry for more technological knowledge that

is geared to commonly found practical problems in the field.

In this plea I concur and recognize her basic criticism of

the pamphlet.

In assessing efforts at creating both basic and techno-

logical knowledge in curriculum, I am tempted to think that

many curriculum researchers are not aware of the differences

between these two types of knowledge, their distinctive methods
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of generation, or the relation each has to the other and to

practice. In the whole sequence from recognition of a problem,

to seeking sources of knowledge to use in its solution, to

the creation of the varioi.s contributing pieces of knowledge

found in these sources, and ultimately to the research metho-

dology necessary to create and validate such pieces of know-

ledge, there is doubtlessly much yet to be understood about

these proces
I

es by many curriculum scholars. Ordinarily,

those who set about to do curriculum research have an insuffi-

cient grasp of the point in this entire sequence at which they

are attempting to make their contribution. They may even mis-

take the tasks and the techniques necessary to produce the

results they seek for those more appropriate at another

point in the sequence. Considerable assistance in sorting

out what is what has recently been provided by Schwab,
6

but

more help along these lines must yet appear.

6Joseph J. Schwab, The Practical: A Language for Curriculum.
Washington, D. C.: National Education Association, 1970:-


